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Abstract� One of the biggest problems in computer graphics is dis�
playing huge geometric models in interactive frame�rates� Such models
exceed limits of best graphics workstations� A lot of work has been
done for achieving the required frame�rates in architecture� simulation�
computer�aided design �CAD� and entertainment applications� A survey
of methods that enable walkthrough of complex graphical environments
is presented in this paper� Methods that enable walkthrough of complex
graphical environments vary from very simple ideas� such as using tex�
ture mapping simple geometric objects to very complex algorithms for
level�of�detail management� They can be used together to get combined
advantage of each other�

� Introduction

In recent years� the use of computers in design has become extremely important� As
the price of computers and peripherals decrease� more and more companies have started
to buy powerful workstations for their design process� This trend led many software
companies to develop serious and complicated programs for CAD� Although CAD soft�
ware helps engineers a lot in designing and viewing individual components� engineers
need to view combined shots of their design in order to verify the correctness of design�
Only combined shots are also sometimes not enough� walkthrough of the entire model is
required� Considering the size of a very complex model containing millions of polygons�
only one single camera shot can require days of time to render even if state�of�the�art
computers are used ���

Architects today use computers to design and view buildings� The size of such
architectural models can also be huge� Customers may want to view the building on
computer� Just showing rendered pictures or a �lm prepared by moving a virtual
camera inside the building model on a predetermined path sometimes may not satisfy
customer� Customer may want to walk inside the model interactively� For architectural
walkthroughs� image quality is the most important property� Image quality depends on
texture quality� positioning of light sources and rendering quality� Real�time restrictions
can be slightly loosened for the sake of quality� Considering the size of architectural
model� the textures used for walls� �oor and furniture and the number of light sources
in a building� the power of today�s computers are again exceeded�

The problem for a walkthrough in a complex environment is due to the number
of polygons to be displayed exceeding the number that the computer can render for
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each frame� It is trivial that current computer graphics systems cannot meet required
graphics throughput for the above examples� The situation will probably not change
in the future because as the graphics systems evolve and get more powerful� the size of
models also grow larger and larger�

This paper presents a survey of methods that enable walkthrough of complex envi�
ronments� In Section � capabilities of human visual system is explained together with
how these restrictions can be utilized in walkthrough applications� In Section � di�er�
ent approaches for walkthrough in complex environments is discussed� The last section
gives conclusions�

� Motivation

For decreasing the load of graphics systems in complex tasks� we must consider the
capabilities of human visual systems� Without any knowledge about this� graphics
output requirements will certainly exceed the limits of current graphics systems� Since
humans will view generated images� satisfying only the human visual system is enough
for simulating reality in a virtual environment� This can reduce the workload of graphics
systems considerably and enable real�time walkthrough of million�polygon models�

Di�erent applications require di�erent kinds of realism� however they can all be
categorized into two classes ���

i� Perceptual Realism� An image is perceptually realistic� if the image is the same
as its virtual form� That means a viewer synthesizes a mental image similar to that
is synthesized by the virtual camera� The degree of perceptual realism depends on
the kind of rendering technique used for generating the image� Perceptual realism is
especially important for architectural and art applications�

ii� Visceral Realism� An image is viscerally realistic if the viewer believes that
everything in the image is real� The most important way of increasing visceral realism
is complexity� Every detail must be considered and made carefully� For entertainment
applications and �ight simulators visceral realism is vital�

Although human visual system is complex� it is not perfect� We must consider
the thresholds of human visual system to achieve both kinds of realism with low cost�
Perceptual limits of the human visual system depends on the parameters such as visual
acuity ��� and �eld of view ��� There is also close connection of the human visual system
with the parameters of the display system� such as latency ��� frame rates� refresh rates
and temporal resolution ���� which e�ect the perceptual limits of the human visual
system�

� Methods for Walkthrough in Complex Environments

Methods that enable walk�through in complex environments vary from very simple ideas
to very complex algorithms� Figure � gives a taxonomy of these methods� Algorithms
of varying complexity can be used together to get combined advantage of each other�

��� Reducing Geometric Complexity

The main idea of geometric complexity reduction is to get a realistic image without
modeling and rendering all the scene�
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Figure �� A taxonomy of methods for walkthrough in complex environments�

����� Polygonal Simpli�cation

Polygonal simpli�cation is the process of transforming a three�dimensional ��D� poly
gonal model into a simpler version containing less polygons� The transformation tries
not to change the original shape and appearance of the model� In this way� rendering
load will be reduced considerably� Storage required for storing the model will also be
reduced� which simpli�es the management of data between disk and memory� Further�
more� transmission of simpli�ed large models over networks will be faster than original
models� If the simpli�cation is good enough� then each stage of the graphics pipeline
will have a workload that can be handled in real�time�

Polygonal simpli�cation algorithms are categorized into two groups	 algorithms
that preserve the topology of the original model and algorithms that do not preserve
the topology of the original model� There are four basic methods for simpli�cation�

i� Geometry Removal� These algorithms removes vertices or faces from the orig�
inal model order to obtain a simpli�ed version of it� Vertex decimation algorithms it�
eratively select vertices for removal� remove all the adjacent faces of these vertices� and
retriangulate the resulting holes� The removal process continues until a user�speci�ed
error range is reached ���� Geometric optimization ��� is another algorithm in this
category which obtains an optimized geometry by combining coplanar polygons� These
algorithms do not change the topology of the model�

ii� Vertex Clustering� This algorithm places a bounding box around the original
model and divides it into a grid� With each grid cell� the cell�s vertices are clustered
together into a single vertex� and the model faces are updated accordingly� The quality
of approximations is often very low since the user has no control over the simpli�cation
process� This is not a topology�preserving algorithm ����

iii� Iterative Edge �or Vertex�Pair� Contraction� These algorithms iteratively
select edges and contract them into a vertex� They di�er in the selection of the edge
to contract ���� ��� These algorithms also preserve the topology� There is another
algorithm proposed in �� which uses a generalization of the edge contraction� called
pair contraction� which also may contract nearby vertices not connected by edges� In
this way� topology may not be preserved� which is an advantage for rendering systems�
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iv� Sampling and Re�tiling� This algorithm varies from the other three in that it
tries to generate a model from scratch� First a sampling algorithm samples the geometry
of the original model by either taking a number of random points from its surface or by
overlaying the model with a �D grid and sampling each box of the grid� The algorithm
then tries to create a simple model that �ts to the sampled data� This algorithm
does not provide a �ne�grained control on the simpli�ed model� so it performs well
on smooth curved surfaces rather than models containing sharp discontinuities� This
algorithm also preserves the topology of the original model� To achieve this� rarely the
vertices of the original model are also included in the simpli�ed model ����

����� Geometric Level�of�Detail �LOD� Management

The main idea of geometric LOD management technique is representing objects that
do not contribute much to the scene with less primitives� For example� an object with
many polygons that is far away from the viewer requires roughly same amount of time
as an object with the same number of polygons that is nearer� The far object will cover
a smaller portion of the scene than the near object� Creation of multiresolution models
requires that each object must be modeled with di�erent geometric representations and
surface properties� They should be organized in the database so that accessing di�erent
representations of the object is simple and not time�consuming� Polygonal simpli�cation
algorithms can be used to generate multiresolution models automatically�

One important requirement for multiresolution models is the preservation of appear�
ance of objects� There are measures for determining the success of an LOD management
algorithm� Measures for image output are more important than measures for topology
or geometry� Therefore� an image based error metric is generally used� Once the mul�
tiresolution model is prepared� the problem reduces to managing LOD of objects� The
management algorithm should consider the time and image quality restrictions� If the
rendering time is exceeded� low�resolution models for far objects should be used�

An adaptive display algorithm that can manage LOD according to quality and
time constraints is proposed in ��� The algorithm also manages the complexity of
the rendering techniques used� The aim is to �nd the combination of levels of detail
and rendering algorithms for all potentially visible objects that produce the best image
possible within the target frame rate�

Luebke and Erikson ��� developed a method� called Hierarchical Dynamic Simpli�
�cation� which models the whole scene as a single polygonal model and constructs a
hierarchy based on the clustering of the vertices and then queries this hierarchy dynam�
ically for simpli�cation of di�erent parts of the model as the viewing position shifts�
They use the screen area measure for simplifying the nodes of the hierarchy�

Xia et al� ��� developed a similar method which involves statically generating a
continuous LOD representation for the object which is then used at run�time to guide
the selection of appropriate triangles for display� They utilize image�space� object�space
and frame�to�frame coherences for simpli�cations� This method gives good results when
there are a limited number of highly complex objects relatively close to the viewer�

Hoppe ��� describes a framework for selectively re�ning a triangle mesh according
to viewing parameters� He constructs a progressive mesh ��� representation of the
model� which contains the simplest version of the model together with the edge collapse
transformations to obtain the most detailed version� Frames are rendered depending
on the viewing position by applying selective re�nement to the progressive mesh�

Hierarchical data structures for storing LOD are proposed in ��� ��� In these tech�
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niques� the intermediate nodes of the hierarchy contain simpli�ed data of its children�
Leaf nodes store original data� A sample hierarchy is given in Figure �� In ��� the rep�
resentation of a scene is selected according to the distance of the scene to the viewpoint
and the area that the scene covers on the screen� If the scene is far away from the view�
point� the root of the hierarchical organization is rendered� As the scene gets closer�
more detailed representations are selected� In ���� di�erent search strategies such as
depth��rst search and best��rst search are proposed for selecting the representation�

����� Texture Mapping

Algorithms explained so far use geometric simpli�cations of the original model� Re�
placing the original model with a texture or a colored cube is another method� The
contribution of texture mapping to walkthrough is the increase of realism without ad�
ditional polygonal complexity� A simple polygonal object with a texture can be used
instead of a complex polygonal model if it is in a far away position in the screen� In
such methods geometric simpli�cation cost is eliminated� Furthermore� the represen�
tations are much more simple to render� In ��� a method which replaces cells of the
scene obtained by spatial subdivision by colored cubes is proposed� In the preprocessing
step� the algorithm partitions the scene using octree subdivision� Each cell of octree is
assigned a colored cube� During rendering� geometry in near cells are rendered� For far
cells that cover a small number of pixels� corresponding colored cubes are rendered� Al�
though this method causes some visual artifacts such as discontinuities in solid surfaces�
it accelerates rendering considerably�

Another algorithm ��� makes use of frame�to�frame coherence by caching images of
objects rendered in one frame for possible reuse� The algorithm �rst creates a Binary
Space Partitioning �BSP� tree and partitions the environment� The nodes contain
geometric primitives and cached images� Then the BSP tree is traversed for each frame�

��� Optimizing Run�Time Rendering

To optimize the run�time rendering in a walkthrough application� visibility and occlu�
sion culling techniques are used to reduce the number of objects to be rendered for each
frame� To eliminate visual defects caused by switching between di�erent representa�
tions of objects� fading and morphing techniques are used� Grouping the polygons in
terms of texture and material properties also increases run�time rendering performance�

i� Visibility and Occlusion Culling� Users in walkthrough applications usually
are in the middle of a huge database� They can only see a very small portion of the
database� Therefore� sending all the objects in the database to the graphics pipeline
would be wasteful� One trivial optimization to reduce the number of objects to be
rendered is culling of the objects to the viewing frustum� which is the chopped�o�
pyramid containing all the visible objects when the user looks through a virtual camera�
Figure � shows the virtual camera model� After a viewing frustum is formed� objects are
culled against that frustum� Frustum culling calculations can be performed easily if the
data is organized as a hierarchical structure� The explicit frustum culling introduces an
overhead when a large number of objects are in the frustum� However� for cases when
explicit frustum culling prunes object trees� its overhead is compensated�

Clark �� used an object hierarchy to rapidly cull surfaces that lie outside the viewing
frustum� The method explained in ��� takes care of many aspects of visibility com�
putation and accelerates rendering considerably compared to classical z�bu�ering� It
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Figure �� A sample hierarchy� Figure �� The virtual camera model�

processes the scene in terms of object�space coherence� image�space coherence and tem�
poral coherence� Occlusion culling techniques proposed in ��� take into account large
occluders in the database� These techniques are especially important for architectural
models� Architectural models generally consists of cells �rooms� and portals �windows�
doors� etc��� User in a cell can see only the objects in the cell and objects that are
visible through the portals� Di�erent visibility and occlusion culling algorithms can be
used together to eliminate more objects�

A visibility and occlusion culling algorithm should not create a bottleneck in the
graphics pipeline� Ironically� the better the algorithm culls the less time for culling�
since the frame rate increases because of the small number of polygons� For example�
if an algorithm eliminates nearly all objects in the scene� then the rendering will take
a very short time� and the culling algorithm will require much less time for preparing
the polygons of the next frame� Therefore� culling algorithms should be customizable
according to the CPU and graphics subsystem power�

ii� Level of Detail Switching� Switching between di�erent representations of
objects causes visual defects such as popping� Therefore transitions between di�erent
representations should be optimized� There are a number of ways to reduce the popping
e�ect� The �rst method is called fading� Instead of simply switching the models� for
a period of time both models are drawn blended together� This reduces the popping�
however increases the workload of the graphics system� The second method ismorphing�
One of the objects is morphed to the other object continuously until they are the same�
This method has the best visual e�ect compared to other techniques� however it is
di�cult to morph between arbitrary models� For time�critical applications the popping
e�ect can be ignored� because these methods require expensive graphics operations�

iii� Mode Sorting� For most graphics workstations changing the mode is very
expensive� By mode� the texture and material properties is meant� Therefore� grouping
polygons to reduce the number of mode changes is a simple and e�cient optimization�
It can increase performance incredibly for scenes with many small pieces of textures�

��� Optimizing Graphics Databases

Geometric data should be organized in such a way that graphics processors should be
able to manipulate the geometric data e�ciently� Besides� the arrangement of data in
memory should reduce the delays during rendering�

i� Triangle Meshes� Applications for creating geometric models usually are de�
signed to give the designer the easiest way for modeling an object� On the other hand�
graphics engines are usually designed and optimized for rendering triangles� Therefore�
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triangulating the model as a preprocessing step reduces the rendering time of the scene�
ii� Smart Caching� Another method for reducing the rendering cost� data can be

arranged in contiguous memory locations� Also secondary processors for pre�fetching
data can be used to reduce delays caused by page�faults� This method becomes espe�
cially important when the size of the model exceeds the size of available memory�

��� Handling Very Large Databases

Another problem with complex models is that the model can be too large to �t into
the memory� This problem has two components� The �rst one is that the size of the
model exceeds the RAM and the second one is that the size of texture does not �t into
the texture memory� Both problems must be handled separately�

i� Paging Geometry from Disk� When paging geometric data from disk� full
I�O bandwidth should be used� This requires structuring the data so that it can be
read in large blocks� preferably being transferred using Direct Memory Access into
the application�s address space� Paging operation should not a�ect the frame rate�
Therefore� it can be performed synchronously between frames� However the amount of
data being transferred between frames can be too small to utilize full I�O bandwidth� To
avoid this problem in multi�threaded systems� asynchronous loading can be performed
by creating a thread for load operation�

In order to avoid arriving at a point in the scene and not having the correct data to
render� the application must predict and adjust timing of loading data� In very large
scenes with long visibilities� it is also important to have the data structured so that
low�resolution LOD models and textures can be loaded in without having to read all
the resolutions of the model or texture�

ii� Paging Texture from Memory� For achieving fast texture mapping� graphics
subsystems have their own texture memories that are used for caching textures� Texture
memories are much more expensive than the conventional RAM and maximum available
texture memory size is much less than RAM� Therefore� management of texture memory
is very critical�

Unlike paging data from disk� paging texture cannot be done asynchronously with
rendering because on most graphics architectures texture loading share the same data
paths as normal rendering� A fraction of the rendering time must be reserved for texture
loading� Memory management issues such as fragmentation should also be considered�
The simplest solution to this problem is to load textures with the same size�

� Conclusions

The need for interactive frame�rates in simulation� CAD�CAM� architecture and enter�
tainment applications led many researchers to work in this area� The models for such
applications exceed the limits of current graphics workstations� Researchers make use
of limitations of human visual system for reducing the number of primitives and the
hardware properties of state�of�the�art graphics systems for optimizing the performance�

Methods for walkthrough range from simple ideas� such as texture mapping very
simple geometric objects� to very complex level�of�detail management algorithms� Re�
ducing the number of polygons to render without a�ecting the image quality is the
main idea of these methods� For reducing the number of primitives either geometric
simpli�cation algorithms or visibility and occlusion culling algorithms are used� Such
algorithms reduce the number of polygons per frame to manageable numbers�
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